We cannot remember too often that when we observe nature, and especially the ordering of nature, it is
always ourselves alone we are observing.
— Georg Christoph Lichtenberg[1]
I pondered my own yard, while mesmerized by Robert Hengeveldʼs sculpture, Kentucky Perfect. Hengeveldʼs
robotic lawn cares for a strip of grass by providing artificial light, periodic watering, and meticulous trimming
as efficiently as a photocopier processes a 250 page document. My lawn also needs watering, weeding, and
mowing to maintain a lush growth. It too bears no resemblance to the prairie grasses that once flourished in
this region. Both lawns are emblematic of our Canadian relationship with the land and nature. But while they
are both organic, are they natural?
The robot lawn was part of the exhibition “natural Forms” curated by John G. Hampton this fall for Neutral
Ground Artist-run Centre in Regina. The exhibition featured work by five contemporary Canadian artists:
Jeremy Drummond, Jocelyn Philibert, Barbara Meneley, Crystal Mowry, and Robert Hengeveld. I found
Hamptonʼs choice of photographs, kinetic sculpture, robotic assemblage, miniature installation, and video
embodied the technologically mediated relationship our culture has with the natural world.

natural Forms installation view. Kentucky Perfect by Robert Hengeveld in foreground

The subject of landscape has been linked with representations of Canada since the very formation of our
country. Early government and businesses used posters of undeveloped lands as a tactic to encourage
immigration. Artists such as the Group of Seven sought to assert a Canadian cultural identity against a eurocentric art history. They created landscapes of trees, rocks, and water to stand as Canadian. In subsequent
years, this romantic view of Canada has been propagated through popular media, postcards, and coffee
table books. The vast and empty wilderness has become a persistent cultural identity. In addition, North
American culture has accelerated technological development in the last 100 years, awarding a large
percentage of our population with a lifestyle that is physically more advanced than our general philosophical
and moral comprehension. It is the everyday relationship with the natural, not the Romantic wilderness, that
Hampton seeks to explore in “natural Forms.”
Indoors, Hengeveldʼs Kentucky Perfect grass is seductive, conjuring the smell of gardens and soft places for
bare feet to walk. It sends a contradictory message, as the strict nature of the care that sustains this lawn
makes it impossible to walk on. The sculpture is fragile, suspended on sawhorses. The robotic watering arm
and the vigilant mower-blade would cut anything in their path. Hengeveld discussed this contradiction during
the opening panel discussion with Meneley, Mowry, and Hampton. After moving his young family he
observed the ritual lawn-care routines of his neighbours, the peer pressure to maintain a “perfect” lawn, and

the many un-used front yards. When so much work is put into a cultivation that returns no obvious material
gain, one must wonder, why?
Todayʼs front lawn is an echo from the Baroque age, when the art of gardening expressed a philosophical
subtext. Obvious human control of the environment was the natural hierarchy of the world in western culture,
as articulated by the Great Chain of Being and the Divine Right of Kings: God over King, King over Man,
Man over Nature.[2] It also functioned as a display of wealth. Christopher Thackerʼs History of Gardens,
notes that such “conspicuous use of land to adorn oneʼs residence, without any return of crops or fattening of
cattle was a sign of power, and a proof of wealth—English landlords, and even the English monarch, could
th

not afford this ostentation.”[3] The Sun King, Louis the XIV of France first established political power
through conspicuous garden display, notably at the estate Versailles. Created out of swampland by the
landscape architect and gardener André Le Notre, Versailles has geometric hedges, intricate fountains, and
vistas of lawn and tree plantings carefully planned to give the illusion that the Kingʼs power over the land (and
st

people) stretches as far as the eye can see. The 21 century suburbanite maintaining a private home and
garden is flaunting kingly wealth.
What began as private wealth, the urban park, has become public policy. Today planners recognize that
without access to fresh air, sunlight, and green spaces, city populations live miserably. Studies have even
shown that patients in hospitals with a view of trees recover more quickly than those facing a brick wall.[4]
We need the natural, without it we fail to thrive.
Thriving on exposure to the natural does not mean dying of exposure.[5] Our ability to adapt with
manufactured tools and cultural organization facilitates our survival in a competitive environment. Though this
sophistication makes it difficult to see ourselves as part of the natural world, we can observe several other
species to find that devising tools, sharing knowledge, and trading resources is a natural part of how animals
adapt. Yet, as our adaptations are pushing our population numbers beyond the sustainable use of natural
resources, we must ask, is it our right to do something just because we are able to carry it out? Eat every
fish? Dump garbage in every ocean? Species that expand unchecked eventually collapse. We have selfawareness, and can govern our behavior. While we debate the right way to live, many individuals long for a
simpler life.

Crystal Mowry, Precipice

Precipice, Crystal Mowryʼs installation, invites us to consider the meme of returning to the simpler life through
the historical figure of Henry David Thoreau, author of Walden; or, Life in the Woods. Thoreau is a writer
known more through mythic reputation than he is actually read.[6] Walden, written in 1854, documents
Thoreauʼs experiment in solitude: Two years, two weeks, and two days in a “tightly shingled and plastered
house” of his own construction, built in the New England forest.[7] Mowryʼs miniature reproduction of
Thoreauʼs cabin is built to scale from his literary description of the English-style ten foot by fifteen-foot
cottage. The model house stands on a tiny hillside, overlooking a valley pond in winter. A camera placed
inside the model records the view of the replica valley from the front door. A live video-feed projects this
grainy black and white image onto the wall behind the sculpture. It is more evocative and romantic than
looking at the actual model, much as viewing the natural world from a distance is more romantic than dealing
with the reality of hardships in nature.

Crystal Mowry, Precipice (detail)

In his curatorial statement, Hampton links Mowryʼs sculpture, and the popular understanding that Thoreau
was a self-sufficient hermit,[8] with a one-room cabin near Lincoln, Montana, home to the Unabomber.
Harvard-educated mathematician turned recluse Ted Kaczynski lived there in self-imposed exile for more
than 25 years, before his arrest and conviction for 17 years of domestic terrorist activity. The Unabomber is
also the infamous author of a 35,000-word manifesto, Industrial Society and Its Future. Railing against
technology, consumerism, advertising, “oversocialization,” the government, and corporations—all in relation
to the individualʼs loss of freedom—he wrote, “Industrial-technological society cannot be reformed in such a
way as to prevent it from progressively narrowing the sphere of human freedom.”[9]
Though diagnosed a paranoid schizophrenic and convicted of murder, Kaczynski is still championed by those
who believe in the myth of frontier style self-sufficiency, a more natural life better without taxes and
government—away from too much civilization.

The word “civilization” connotes the negative, violent history of colonialism. Rooted in European empirebuilding, permeating the world with cookie-cutter efficiency, and transplanting the trappings of urban North
American lifestyles, flush toilets, air travel, and ice cubes floating in cocktails without consideration for local
environments. Interestingly, the word civilization simply refers to life in an organized community, such as a
city, or as a part of a body politic, It is derived from the Latin adjective civilis, the councils and assemblages
of men associating together on principles of law.[10]

Barbara Meneley, The Whispering City

During the panel discussion, Barbara Meneley discussed her research into the history of civic planning, as
evident in the communities in Western Canada, and the pros and cons of the City Beautiful Movement.[11]
She questioned the value of architecture transplanted without regard for local environments, but appreciated
civic participation. In recent years, Meneleyʼs sculptural installations have addressed the role of the citizen in
civic planning. Her newest installation, The Whispering City is a set of mobiles. Four hand-cut paper
skyscrapers, delicate white shells reminiscent of beaux-arts buildings, turn in response to any breeze created
by the movement of people in the gallery. Suspended within each floating building is a long ticker tape, a
spinal column decorated with drawings of blueprints, the concentric circles of city suburbs. These papers trail
down onto the floor, insubstantial anchors. The interactive nature of Meneleyʼs work encourages the visitor to
recognize their ability to change their environment and to act as citizen.
Jeremy Drummondʼs 65-Point Plan for Sustainable Living was inspired by a road trip through North America
and the depressing sameness of newly constructed communities. Using satellite photos of suburbs,
Drummond removed the roads connecting each cluster of buildings to their larger urban setting and
rendering each subdivision an island in the landscape. The sixty-five ten by seven inch photos represent
each of the states and provinces. Mounted in a loose geographic correspondence they create a grid-like map
of the United States and Canada. Each photo contains a different coral-like pattern. From a distance, they
could be ritual earthworks, or abandoned fortifications. Closer examination reveals the details of trees,
buildings, and waterways: clues that these are aerial photos. Cut off from their urban context, these clusters
of houses recall the mid-twentieth century suburbia created by William Levitt, and utopian promises of a
home for every family away from the evils of the city. The reality was isolation, alienation: dystopia.[12]

Jeremy Drummond, 65-Point Plan for Sustainable Living

Satellite imagery is only one lens through which our contemporary urban society experiences nature.
Photography brings us a library of images from the past and from places we have not been. Microscopes
enlarge the non-visible, bringing tiny structures to our view. Telescopes show us the space beyond our sky.
X-ray cameras see through flesh. Infra-red can show us how other species perceive the world. Proust begins
the discussion on photographyʼs way of changing how we “see” in his Remembrance of Things Past Vol. 2,
Within a Budding Grove, “a photograph acquires something of the dignity which it ordinarily lacks when it
ceases to be a reproduction of reality and shews us things that no longer exist.” Sontag continued this
discourse in her seminal work, On Photography, “To take a photograph is to participate in another personʼs
(or thingʼs) mortality, vulnerability, mutability. Precisely by slicing out this moment and freezing it, all
photographs testify to timeʼs relentless melt.” And “Photographs are perhaps the most mysterious of all the
objects that make up, and thicken, the environment we recognize as modern. Photographs really are
experience captured, and the camera is the ideal arm of consciousness in its acquisitive mood.”
The digital camera can further stretch visual information through computer processing. Jocelyn Philibert
makes this clear in his photos Untitled Apricot Tree (north Side) of Siberia and Untitled Pear Tree of
Mandchouria. Each image was composited from four months of photographic documentation, and presents
an image that conveys the idea of the tree over time. The multiple superimpositions create an image
humming with insubstantial details and imply a quantum nature to life: tiny particles zooming around, being,
not being.

Jocelyn Philibert, Untitled Apricot Tree (north Side) of Siberia

On his website, Philibert writes of being inspired by Hindu philosophy:
The Hindu concept of matter as nothing more than an endless series of waves has always intrigued me. The
digital is, above all, a plunge into matter: millions and millions of potentially moving and changing particles
which, through a process of cutting and pasting, make possible every manipulation and variation desired,
superimposing multiple surfaces. Vibrations and shudderings: the real becomes malleable. Itʼs like working
with an image-making machine with an almost metaphysical volatility. [13]

Philibertʼs entrancing ghost-like images were captured at night with flash photography, a technique
reminiscent of Brenda Pelkeyʼs work in Haunts.[14] They shimmer and dance with the treeʼs experience of
the seasons, over time. The settings are solid, urban places. The trees are insubstantial. Are these images
the memory of a tree?
Though our use of technology has the capacity to alienate us from nature, it is also a tool that empowers our
thinking, and our sense of wonder. Each of the works in “natural Forms” is as unpopulated as the Canadian
landscapes by the Group of Seven. However, these works were not created to function as a window onto
nature, nor create awe, nor assert landscape as national identity. Instead, these five artists create work that
st

documents our new relationship with nature, mediated through the technology of the 21 century.
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